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Right now the elite are revolting. Soon it will be the "peasants."

Summary:
Recently the elite have been gathering in various places around the world. A few tid bits of their
thoughts have reached the mainstream media. BRN lists some points showing how the actions of the
elite and the politicians they control are working against the interests of the people they are
supposed to be serving.
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The jig is up for the "elite."
The 0.1% are not joking when they refer to us as "cannon fodder" and "peasants." There is a century
long power-play going on that is patiently and gradually stealing your rights, freedoms and
prosperity. If you even dig just a little bit you will find signs everywhere that prove that the
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governments of the world are working against their populations. Let me list a few:
1. Two party dictatorships - pseudo-choice of equally pathetic & corrupt leadership.
2. Banks stealing assets - with government blessing. Abuse of contracts and abuse of credit creation
being major tools of the trade.
3. Government moves to hack into your personal communications - Edward Snowden exposed it. Our
government persists in destroying your right to privacy.
4. Increasing moves towards a police state best seen in the USA with Patriot Act-style machinations.
5. Global forums - G20 - UN - Bilderberg etc etc. All designed to maintain the power and wealth of
the elite while limiting opportunities and options for the rest of us.
6. Military adventures and abuses that have nothing to do with flying the freedom flag and helping
oppressed people. More than likely it's about flying the false flag and advancing the interests of
corporations - particularly financial and military.
7. Privatisation moves seeing our nation's assets often put into foreign hands - usually bankers'.
8. Abuse of local governments to progress an agenda that again limits our democratic and economic
rights.
9. The increasing inability for people to own their own home. A higher portion of people's income
being spent on mortgage payments or rent.
10. The stagnation of wage growth while corporate profits boom.
11. The fact that now it is highly unlikely for young people to have an equal or better lifestyle than
their parents.
12. A corrupted education system that deliberately promotes ignorance of important history.
13. Donations to political parties from corporate and foreign interests - usually with chains rather
than strings attached.
14. A corrupted judicial system that almost inevitably supports the wealthy and powerful against the
little guys who have been put through the ringer trying to defend themselves.
15 Increasing difficulty for the elderly to make ends meet.
16. The attack on our farmers by bankers and governments.
17. The unsustainable increase in personal and public debt. The finance sector craves to have you,
your children and your government in - never to be repaid - debt from cradle to grave.
18. A dishonest and corrupted mainstream media (propaganda machine) that in large part distracts
you from the real issues. Titillates you with mind numbing rubbish. Deliberately feeds you
misinformation about financial and world events. Fake news indeed.
18. Worldwide moves toward austerity as a means for the elite to ration living standards and control
even more tangible assets and wealth.
Get the picture folks? The BRN three point plan seems to be our best shot at genuine reform. We'll
release all the details when we have the support required to give it the best shot for success.
The Bank Reform Now team feels that to improve the situation for most of us reforms to banking and
finance are critical ..... but there is much more that needs doing. Join us and we will let you know the
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time to take action.
See below for some sneak peaks into how the elite think.
Websites For More Information: 'We might wake up and find the peasants are revolting': Elites
diagnose our political disease
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/we-might-wake-up-and-find-the-peasants-arerevolting-elites-diagnose-our-political-disease-20170627-gwz867.html
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